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Newton's Second Lawof Motion

Trial l
GM is designing a new,lighter sports car.
It has a mass of 1,000 kg. They ran 5 trials to see how a

change in force would result in a change of acceleration.
Examine the table below to answer the following questions.

Data Table 1: GM Force and Acceleration Trials

41. What are the units of force? N

42. \Mhat are the units of mass? K

2
43. What are the units of acceleration?

,{4. Circle the data for Trial 2 & Trial 3. How many times sreater is the force applied in Trial

3 (compared to 2)? ZX Ho. *uny times sreater is the acceleration in Trial 3? Z X

45. Circle the data for Trial 2 & Trial 4. How big is the force applied in Trial 2 (compared to
l/^4)? /.J How big is the acceleration in Trial 2 (compar.Aìo +lZ /l

.A6, For the same object, what is the relationship between a ? Circle 1.

a. A big force causes a big accelerati F1 ú-1

nß

b.Abigforcecausesasmallacceleratio"mlati$hip1

47. Based on this relationship, fill in the missing data on the table. Explain your answers.

âS lorrc tncrcttJcs , üc1(,lernhooincr1ûlics.

Trial Force (N) Mass (kg) Acceleration
(m/s')

t 2,004 1,000 L
2 4,000 1,000 4"

3 8,000 1,000 I
4 72,000 1,000 12

5 tb po) 1,000 16

(direct relationship)



Trial2
GM wants to see how the mass of the car affects the force required to accelerate the car by
the same amount. A second set of trials are run in order to see how much force is needed to
accelerate cars of different masses.

Data Table 2: GM Force and Acceleration Trials

(/- r

Trial Force éL) Mass çq, Acceleration
( n/ç' )

I 6,000 500 IL
2 6,000 1,000 6

3 6,000 2,000 3

4 6,000 3,000 2

5 6,000 4,000 1.5

rn
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Label Data Table 2 with the proper units for each quantity.

Circle the data for Trial 2 & Trial 3. How big is the acceleration in Trial 3 (compared to

/Z t"- -"* r*.s sreater is the mass in Trial 3? 2X

83. Circle the data for Trial 2 & Trial 4. How much greater is the acceleration in Trial 2

(compared to 4)? 2v How big is the mass in Trial 2 (compared to 4)? la
84. For the same amount of force, what is the relationship between acceleration and mass?

a, A large mass will have a Iarge acceleration. (direct relationship)

large mass will have a small acceleration. (idireerelationship)

:{l#ke. Exprain your85. Based on this relationship, fill in the missing data answers.

frs nüsJ ¡nLrcûLJ, úc&lcrúhorn- fucrcarcs

summarize the findings in section A and B, you now know that acceleration is

related to

related to
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The conclusion you have just drawn is Newton's second law of motion! It states that the
acceleration of an obiect depends upon two variables - the force acting on the object
and the mass of the object.

Mathematically this means: acceleration = @_(a is directly related to F)
mass (a is indirectl.v related to m)

If you multipl¡ both sides of the equation by mass, you wilì see
Newton's second law as it is most commonly written.
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To summarize Newton's second law in simpler language, fill in the following blanks t [Y)

C2. A big force causes a

C3. A small force causes a Jna acceleration.

C4. A massive (heavy) object requires a force to accelerate it.

C5. A lightweight object only needs a ,\ nn ll force to accelerate it.

C6.lf you apply the same force to the below which will accelerate more? Why?
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Let's examine the units used for force, mass, and acceleration in F = ma.

Dl. What are the units of force? ñ mass? acceleration?

D2. What units should you getwhen you multiply mass and acceleration?

z

m
L

D3. Believe it or not your answer to D2 is equal to a Newton.

D4, Let's try the following problem. What is the acceleration of a 6.4kilograrn bowling ball
if a force of 12N is applied to it?

m = 6.4 kg Let's rearrange F = ma so that a is by itself on the left hand side.
F=12N
a=? a = 12N = 1.875N )lsN/kg the unit of acceleration?

6.4kg kg
E
m 4ö_

hol o)Lf{
We can rewrite N as kg m

s2
J

fr
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Now you have the correct units for acceleration.

1N=kem
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t is your final answer rounded to the right number of ?

1,11,
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U For the following problems, circle u"diqu"ntify and label it. Write the formula you will use.
Remember to use sig figs and label your answer with units.

1. What is the acceleration of a 2,2O0-kilogram truck if a force of 4,200N is used to make it
start moving forward?
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2. What is the acceleration of a 0.3Okilogram ball that is hit with a force of 25N?

7sç, L=í ? 25N
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3. How much force is needed to accelerate a 6Skilogram-skier att.2m/s,?
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4. What is the mass of an object that requires a force of 30N to accelerate at Sm/s,?
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5. What is the mass of an object that needs a force of 4,500 N to accelerate it at a rate of 5
m/s2?
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